
Flowers to Touch The Soul 
A Large-Format Acrylics Workshop 

Lou Anne Person, Instructor 

 
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION & Supply List 

 
When I returned to art after retirement, I started with watercolors.  However, I found that everything I 
painted was intensely colorful, so I tried acrylics, and am better able to get that intensity and layering of 
color.  Flowers of all kinds have always touched my soul in a very positive way, and I want others’ to find 
that uplifting feeling in my art.   
I paint on large-format canvas…most of which is purchased from various art supply stores.  The largest has 
been 30” x 40” or 36” x 36” square.  The canvas is stretched on stretcher bars, that are at least 1 ¾” thick so I 
paint them as “gallery-wrapped” (painting the sides of the picture as part of the completed painting) without 
framing.  I particularly enjoy the large format, since painting something large engages my whole body.  It is 

like “dancing the picture” as well as painting it.  We will be painting from live flowers, or bring photos.  
We may do more than one if we have the time.  We will not use easels but will be painting flat on the table.  
 

MATERIALS LIST: 
Acrylic Paints:  Professional (versus student) paints always give a better experience.   I am currently using 
heavy body (in tubes), and fluid (in bottles).  The heavy body is more like oils, and the fluid has a “fluid” 
medium added to make it…guess what….more fluid!  Heavy body goes farther and adding water to that 
heavy body paint will give you the same consistency as the fluids.  In my experience Golden and Liquidtex 
are the best, lower cost paints: 
Cadmium Red  Cerulean Blue   Hookers Green 

Cadmium Orange  Ultramarine Blue   Sap Green 

Cadmium Yellow Med. Dioxanine Purple   Azo Green 

Crimson   Brilliant Purple (liquid)  Olive Green 

Azo Yellow   Light Blue Violet (liquid) 

Hansa Yellow   Quinacridone Violet   Paynes Grey 

Burnt Sienna   Medium Magenta   TITANIUM WHITE 

Raw Umber   and any others you may wish to play with 

 
Canvas: Bring stretched large-format canvas (if you want to wrestle with it on the ferry) or just bring 
cut canvas.  Always buy PRIMED canvas.  I will have a roll with me and you may buy what you need off 
that roll if you prefer.  I am going to paint on canvas, off the stretcher bar for demonstration’s sake.  

 

Brushes:  All watercolor brushes can be used with acrylics.  However, acrylics wear brushes out much 
faster.  The goal is to use brushes that blend the colors well, so the natural fibers with lots of pigment-
holding ability are best. Oval Brush, Angle Shader, Wash Brush and Fan Brush.  A Dagger and a 

Rigger for detailing.  Sizes should vary from ½” to 1” wide or wider if you can find it.  I do most of my 

painting with Angled Shaders, 1” and ¾” and use Flat Wash brushes for large areas that don’t need 

detail or much blending. 

 

Misc:   Small baby syringe  kneaded eraser   2B drawing pencil 

 Container for water (I use a double doggie dish)   Paper towels 

Spray bottle and a mister bottle (from cosmetics area)   Photos of flowers 

Large Palette with individual trays and place for mixing  (we’ll use a lot of paint) 

      

When I order quantity I order from Cheap Joe’s at http://www.cheapjoes.com.  There is free shipping after 
$300.  Get together with your friends and place an order. 


